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Newsletter: January 2018
Read more about Crossing Borders and our work below!

The year is going to an end but not without reviewing what it has been happen‐
ing in the Crossing Borders active World the last three months. 

 

The team sits at the table and we have an intense and enriching dialogue. We
turn back our look and start discussing what it could be enhanced in 2018, think‐
ing about new ways to achieve our goals and making our plan. We also look at
the successful actions of 2017. And we are glad to see the results of our work
every day not only nationally but in other places as well.
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In the center of the image the Jury composed by (from the left to the right): Leonard Labaky, Andrew Julius Bende (In‐

ternational Projects Coordinator of Crossing Borders) and Kasia Taras.

Great Debate Camp 2017
During the Great Debate Camp organized by Crossing Borders and Fre‐
densborg Kommune at Humlebæk School, the students coming from
three different schools were put together and divided into teams of three or
four to debate about four different topics in increasing complexity. Each of
the groups' members had about two minutes to showcase his or her point of
view and the facilitating jury evaluated the group based on criterias as team‐
work, use of the logic, corporal expression and until eight different abilities.
"It was amazing how the teams that seemed in the beginning not that strong were step by step
more powerful in the group and compete on equal terms even beating those that we thought
they had more possibilities!"

"We could feel how the students were improving with incredible speed their ability to commu-
nicate and express their differences getting really involved in the big issues of our days,
what is a huge source of inspiration and motivation for us."

OUR SCHOOL SERVICES
We can notice in every workshop at the schools how the youth reflect in a



We can notice in every workshop at the schools how the youth reflect in a
different way, take the initiative in different activities like in the Roles Game,
where the pupils have to divide into six different groups such as refugees,
borders guards, bureaucratic, humanitarian advisors team, medias and in-
tegration organism (because yes, in this game there is an integration organ-
ism, call us dreamers).

The asylum seekers' team will try to reach the Danish Paradise, but
that won't be easy: the border guards group will ask them for their docu-
ments before crossing the border. And these documents depend on a bu-
reaucratic immigration department (the third team). The humanitarian group
will supervise that all the rights are respected and the media one will report
the situation in the border. And then the integration team, so necessary as
well and which will give to the "lucky" asylum recipient the tools to integrate
into the Danish Paradise.

"It's interesting to see how the refugees' team build his own strategy to get
the pass, the humanitarian assistants fighting for the refugees' rights or
some of the border guards students feeling uncomfortable with the idea of
not be allowed to let their friends cross over.

The students get shocked by the Albatros Culture game (a facilitation activ-
ity through which the pupils realize that the world and rules they knew be-
fore can be so different somewhere else)



and express mixed feelings when they listen face to face to the personal ex-
perience of a someone who had to flee his or her country looking for
asylum.

 

Spisdating



Spisdating
Spisdating is a Danish word that can literally be translated into English to
mean "Dating over food". It is aimed at enabling refugee and migrant chefs
in Denmark to share their stories with each other and the local Danish com-
munities through making food, eating together and telling stories to each
other in a non-formal setting.

This Flagship is more necessary now than ever before, as Europe, and es-
pecially Denmark struggles with facilitating the many arrived refugees and
migrants to settle in their local communities and integrate into the society.

The storytelling is an important component of our "spisdating" as an instru-
ment to empower the people to be the protagonist of their own stories and
lives by giving them the space (without intermediaries and through their only
own voice), but above all by showing to the others and as an example,
that the other person is actually and already doing it him or herself.



FuoriClasse screening
We defend also the importance of the culture and arts (in this case, the cinema) as a 
necessary tool to cross the borders, to break the barriers between the people and 
canalize in a creative direction (and not destructive) the most powerful human feelings 
as the rage, the fear or the love. And we have the intention of continue creating a 
space for that in the future.

The Italian documentary by Michele Aiello screened at Crossing Borders in collabora‐
tion with ZaLab, Verdens Kultur Centret, and MellemRummet Café, as well as the en‐
tire project, showed by the film promoted the non-formal education as an essential part 
of the pupils' development.



The filmmaker came personally from Rome (Italy) to present his work and had a really
interesting talk with the attendees comparing, for example, the situation with the non-
formal education in both countries, Italy and Denmark.

From the left: Ibrahim Maahil Mohamed (Maldives), Vanyla (Tajikistan), Bruno Tarazón Soler (Spain), Aki Tanaka and Do‐

hyun Yoon (both from Japan).

Youth Facilitation
Crossing Borders run from October to December a series of 4 facilitation workshops for
youth leader at Ubuntu Huset, where the facilitators Garba Diallo and Andrew Julius
Bendé train the future facilitators through expressing by different activities the meaning
of facilitation, as a way to build real bridges between the people and their goals, be‐
tween different cultures and diverse motivations.

-"Feelings are an essential part of facilitating. They will permit you to connect with the
other person, so take them out to go farther".

Garba Diallo (Executive Director of Crossing Borders and Youth Facilitator).

-"What was the happiest moment you remember in your life? And I am not asking you
for any joyful vibes you felt in the last months because that is very general, it doesn't
express your real expectations and your own motivation. We need to understand first
what do we want to reach above all."

Andrew Julius Bende (International Projects Coordinator of Crossing Borders



Andrew Julius Bende (International Projects Coordinator of Crossing Borders
and Youth Facilitator).

Run Together, Run Far
This magazine is an initiative of the current 18 Global Studies components in Krogerup
Hojskole during the last four months and contains the most cherished memories of
their journey as Global Students in Denmark, learning about democracy, sustainability
and teamwork with their teachers Garba Diallo and Rebecca Campbell.

The review was edited by the young Maldive journalist and Global Student himself,
Ibrahim Maahil Mohamed and the title, "Run Together, Run Far" is an African proverb
which means "If you run alone you run fast. But if you run together, you run far".

Acceed to the Magazine

INTERNATIONALLY :
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ECO-HUB
From 15th to 19th October 2017 was held this 72-hour Sustainability Jam in
partnership with Malmo Sustainability Center and Malmo University in the
city of Malmo (Sweden).
The event was also part of Crossing Borders Eco-Hub project in partnership
with social Business company Swldeas and Senior High School in Tampere
in Finland and gathered 40 participants together from over 20 countries from
all over the world.

During our action in the Eco-Hub, we truly experienced the feeling that the
youth is claiming a more sustainable society as we saw. That was simply re-
vealing and move us to continue making awareness about what it should be
an essential part of our education: the protection of our environment and the
need of future researchers, lawyers, politics, and a very large list of "peace-
ful fighters" against the Global Climate Change.



Keeping the Promise in Ugan‐
da and Youth Peace in
Zambia
Within the framework of our Governance these, we have in both Uganda and Zambia
been part of facilitating youths’ peaceful participation in the countries’ past general
elections, as well as setting a platform for the youths in these countries to influence
their policies. In both countries, youths have developed all-inclusive youth Manifestos –
carrying pertinent issues for youth empowerment and successfully lobbied different pol‐
icy stakeholders to adopt and front these as central youth policy inputs.

The project in Uganda is now concluded with all reports and project outputs available
on the project website: www.crossingborders.dk/projectsevents. While Youth for Peace
Zambia is in its rounding off phase, awaiting a final report and final financial audit from
our partners.



Youth SDGs Awareness
through Debate - Uganda
This project is about mobilizing young people (youths) in high schools, and the entire
high schools’ system to pay more focus on the global Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) agenda. We want to do this by:

- Raising awareness about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) among mar‐
ginalized young people in rarely reached high schools in central Uganda.

- Mobilizing young people, teachers, and schools at large to play a more active role in
working with and monitoring SDGs implementation, and;

- Building the capacity – skills of individuals, students, teachers, schools clubs to en‐
gage with SDGs.

To aid a more entrenched approach, we will do this through a debate approach – build‐
ing on skills in rhetorics and critical thinking and analysis, to build a foundation and ca‐
pacity for the participants to more pro-actively engage with the policy dimension that
the SDGs fall under. 

The 5 CB Flagships

Crossing Borders National Coordinators
This comprises a pledge to establish 50 Crossing Borders national coordinators in 50



different countries around the globe. The national coordinators are young professionals
who have all undergone Crossing Borders capacity building program. The purpose of
the national coordinators is for them to function as focal points to spread the CB mes‐
sage, provide information on the opportunities CB offers to young people and foster
contacts, collaboration and mutual benefit across borders.

Youth Climate Ambassadors
This flagship is about mobilizing as many young people as possible to be protective
ambassadors for a sustainable global climate, through climate knowledge develop‐
ment, advocacy and actions. It all started in 2009, when Crossing Borders started im‐
plementing the “Youth Climate Ambassadors” project, which focused on environmental
advocacy, and has so far engaged youth from over 40 countries. Building on this mo‐
mentum, we do not want to stop when the EU funding stops. We see great advantages
and potential in empowering our current and future leaders with the platform to make
informed, and deliberated decisions about our environment. But most importantly, we
see an urgent need to for our environment to have ambassadors that can talk for its
sustainability, and defend it through different ways. We do not want to sit back in denial
and look on, we want to act. The aim therefore, is to educate, empower, and inspire
youth to spread awareness about environmental issues by turning climate challenges
into sustainable solutions. We want to provide youth leaders with climate knowledge,
innovation, campaign, and advocacy tools, and inspiration to become climate
advocates.

Crossing Borders Global Passport
An idea that is within the core vision and mission of Crossing Borders, the CB Passport
Project is aimed at broadening CB membership base, as well as connecting its already
existing global members in the face of rising xenophobia. We believe that by showing

our diversity and being an example of how it works out in practice, we can change pub‐
lic attitudes. In practice, the CB Passport is an app with a QR code that CB members

can use to find other CB members located in their vicinity or in an area of interest
around the globe. Thus, the passport functions like a membership card which members
can renew online annually to connect to and learn from other CB members. By this, we
will be supporting and expanding the ever-growing CB global network and affiliations,
contribute to building a dynamic Crossing Borders community of young professionals,

and act as a tangible statement showing that we stand for an open and respectful
world where people are mutually

benefited by the connection.



The role of NGO's in the Pro‐
motion of Dialogue, Peace,
and Stability: The Role of the
Lebanon Dialogue Initiative
Crossing Borders, in partnership with the Lebanon Dialogue Initiative (LDI), held
this event on September 28, 2017, at the Crossing Borders HQ in Copenhagen,
Denmark with guest speaker, LDI Operations Manager and Youth Coordinator,
Ms. Jasmin Lilian Diab.

The event, organized by Elie Yaacoub came together in the completion of his in-
ternational traineeship agreement, granted to him by the Anna Lindh Foundation
for the year 2017 through their annual EuroMed Exchange Program (EEP).

Ms. Diab focused on the historical role of civil society, namely NGOs and INGOs
in acting as mediators between governments, their people, as well as the in-
ternational community in the areas of advocacy, lobbying, and human rights.
Throughout her talk, Ms. Diab discussed this historical timeline, complementing
her presentation with experiences and challenges of Lebanon Dialogue Initiative
in Lebanon and the Middle East in particular.

For more information, you can check our Annual Report 2017

Click Here

Coming soon...

Plan of Action for 2018:
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Plan of Action for 2018:
The strategic priorities for 2018 are the following:

1. Mobilizing funds to stabilize a professional CB secretariat to run the organization
and manage all the activities

2. Developing a CB Hub for social entrepreneurship where young people can come
and get inspiration and mentorship to develop their income generating social projects

3. Continue developing the SpisDating flagship as a platform for storytelling and inter‐
cultural understanding

4. Deploy the CB global passport App to connect and enable Crossing Borders mem‐
bers to collaborate across borders

5. Take advantage of the free online platforms to develop and professionalize a CB
membership programme to recruit, benefit and retain CB members

6. Support and expand the number of CB national coordinators to spread the CB mes‐
sage and encourage them to form local networks in registered CB associations as is
happening in Uganda, Lebanon and Portugal

7. Work with our partners Uganda Youth Network to implement the Youth Climate Am‐
bassadors programme in Uganda in the summer of 2017

 

VET Opportunities for Migrants and Refugees

This objective of this 28 month, Erasmus+ project, is to support the creation, improvement, and wider dissemi-
nation of support schemes for migrant entrepreneurs. It focuses on facilitating mutual learning, the exchange of
experiences and good practices, the exploitation of synergies and the emergence of strategic collaboration. To
that end, potential entrepreneurs among immigrant and refugee populations will be identified, and then support-
ed through training courses and mentoring schemes. These activities will take place with an aim of helping im-
migrants to become self-employed and build a successful enterprise, either profit-generating and/or with social
objectives.

The project started in September 2017 and has a duration of 2 years and 4 months. Ultimately, we expect to
reach some 20,000 persons directly and indirectly. Directly, we will be working with 120 to 210 immigrants
plus 75 online learners, and Project partners include NGOs from across Europe, and particularly from countries
seeing a large influx of immigrants and refugees.

Global Studies



Global Studies
A new Global Studies semester is about to start, more precisely on 7th January, with
new students coming from so different countries as Kenia, Korea, Indonesia, India, UK,
US, Japan Afganistan or Ghana direct to Krogerup Hojskole.

Looking forward to meeting them!

OUR NEW EVS VOLUNTEERS

Maria Koutsorinaki I am from Crete in Greece. In 2010 I graduated with a 
degree in Environmental Sciences from the University of Aegean and later I completed 
my Master Degree in Sustainability of the Built Environment at the University of 
Brighton in  the UK. I love traveling  and exploring new cultures and countries. That is 
why I have mostly lived and worked overseas, in both England and Spain. Μy EVS 
journey began when I found the organization Crossing Borders in Copenhagen. Be‐
cause I did not even imagine that EVS could bring me so many different experiences, 
such as meeting interesting people around the world, projects, workshops, events etc. 
Every day, EVS changes my mind, my life, and my own world. I find myself full of ener‐
gy and inspiration and I have now a new vision, perception, and acceptance of life. It 
gives me a bounced step , for the continuation of my life. I have a lot of ideas and really 
want to realize them as soon as it possible. It’s really important for me because I would 
like to work with projects, which can help me to meet new people, to develop my mind 
and to get a new experience.

 



Bruno Tarazón Soler I came from Spain the 1st October and now after more
than two months, I can say that I am receiving even more than what I expected. Every‐
thing flows and I can feel this step as one more of the necessary steps I have done
along with my 25 years' life. To me, it is not just to sit at the table as an EVS and to get
assigned specific tasks, but it is also about developing himself, taking the opportunity
to network and to understand how an NGO works from inside. They are placing their
trust in me every day and let me assume responsibilities, what matches with one of the
main goals of both Crossing Borders and Erasmus Plus Programme: to empower the
youth. And actually, one of the things I think have more improved is to take the initia‐
tive, to turn my ideas into real projects.

Support Crossing Borders -
Become a Member

Click Here to Sign up
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